A Company’s Success is
in the Sum of its Parts

...how does your company add up?

A company's success is in the sum of its parts.
How does your company add up?
EPI believes that it takes three key parts to build a strategy for
success: Purpose, Process, and People.
Purpose: business plan, mission statement, core values, market
needs
Process: organizational structure, technology, culture,
communication
People: talent, integration, skills assessment, training,
leadership development
Insight
EPI gives you insight on how your company is really doing when
it comes to reaching its goals. We use in-depth analysis and
comprehensive tools that peel away assumptions and give you
a peek behind the curtain of your own organization. By using
our quick-assessment tool, you can find out right away how your company adds up.
In-line
After we review your results, we ignite a plan designed to strengthen weak areas that hold your company back. By
initiating best practices, enlisting performance plans, and/or incorporating new technology, we bring your parts
in-line to build a strategy of success that benefits your purpose with integrated processes and dedciated people.
How Does Your Company Add Up?:
Online Survey:
Start each area with 60 points each.
Start with full checklist with positive statements (to be determined) describing a successful company
Deselect each area according to whether company meets standard
Points go down for each deselection
Point totals indicate growth areas
Hands-On Survey:
Check boxes for positive statements
Unchecked boxes total points to be
deducted
Point totals indicate growth areas
Example:
Purpose: 35pts
Process: 25
People: 50
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Total does not need to add up to 180. In fact it won’t. It is the goal of EPI to help the client build a success strategy
for future results to reach 180 points.
EPI results will correlate with their rating, highlighting solutions to bring all areas back up to full checklist /180
degrees.
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MISSION
GOALS
VALUES
BUSINESS PLAN
BUSINESS PRACTICES

DEVELOPMENT
ONLINE TOOLS
TRAINING
SKILLS ASSESSMENT
HIRING TALENT

BUCKETS (BRICKS) THAT LEAD TO STRONG PARTS: PURPOSE, PEOPLE, PROCESS

STRUCTURE
APPLICATIONS
SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY
COMMUNICATION
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